
>> I'd like to introduce our presenters today.  And I'll get out of the way so you can see them instead of 

me. 

>> Thank you. 

>> We have Bob Arnhold, Dr. David Lorenzi. 

>> No, I'm not. 

>> And Pam Arnhold. 

>> Thank you. 

>> Meaning our doctorate for having to [inaudible] 

>> Yes. 

>> [indistinct chatter] 

>> Thank you. 

>> Okay.  Taking it with us. 

>> Yes. 

>> Welcome to the conference.  We're going to do some introductions in a minute.  So we'll talk about--

we'll do the introductions just a few minutes.  But I wanted to tell you that we were going to hopefully cater 

this to your needs.  We have two life skills teachers and a supervisor.  So as we go through slides, can 

you give us a thumbs up or thumbs down to continue focusing on that?  Or maybe that's not appropriate.  

Because we thought we'd have more PTs, OTs, APE people.  And I think you probably know some of the 

content and maybe are familiar or don't care about some of the content.  It's not appropriate to your 

needs.  So as we do that, just give us thumbs up or thumbs down.  Don't feel bad about it because I know 

it's not appropriate for everybody.  So the objectives--and I'm not sure how much you--I'm sure you know 

a lot about the law.  But there are some very specific things that apply to Adapted Physical Education.  

And a lot of people don't understand the changes even as recent as 2004 May on students receiving 

physical education who have disabilities.  So we're going to talk about the law a little bit.  And we're going 

to go into some specific disabilities that Becky said were low incidence.  We were kind of surprised of the 

list because some of them to me aren't low incidence.  But we're going to talk about it anyway because 

they're life skills category, I think.  We were going to talk about some models for making modifications.  

One is called the Fame Model.  And we'll talk about that later.  But it's really geared towards the physical 

educator, modifying content to include students with disabilities and without disabilities into the 

curriculum.  And we'll have a handout for you to take back to your teachers.  And then talk about a recent 

document produced by the Office for Civil Rights of the US Department of Education, which reinforces 



curricular sport opportunities for students with disabilities outside of, you know, the school day.  And we'll 

talk about the OCR to your colleague's letter.  Have you heard about that? 

>> Yeah. 

>> Well, that'd be--that's good.  That'd be interesting then.  Very good.  So my name is Bob Arnhold and 

I'm a Professor at Slippery Rock.  I've been there 28 years.  And I run the Adapted Physical Activity 

Program.  Now, we--Adapted Physical Activities is lifespan from birth to death.  And we've adapted that 

model about 15 years ago at least out--from a Canadian and the international models.  They look at more 

of the lifespan approach.  And we do include APE, Adapted Physical Education as part of the lifespan 

approach.  And our program, we have a minor in Adapted Physical Activity.  And we have students from 

approximately 18 different majors who signed up for this minor.  And the minor is 27 credits so it's 9 

classes on top of their major.  And students from special ed, therapeutic recreation, exercise science, 

athletic training, PE, dance, psychology, all these majors come and learn about their major and then 

apply it to disability and movement.  So it's really a unique model.  And it's the largest program in the 

country at the undergraduate level.  And then we also started a graduate master's degree about six years 

ago in Adapted Physical Activity.  And we have 20 students per year sign up for that program as a full-

time cohort.  And that's also the largest in the country.  And one thing we have which is very, I guess, 

difficult to get or challenging to earn is a grant from the US Department of Education off the special 

education programs.  And that's a personal PEP Grant and we fund nine full-time scholars to be APE 

specialists every year.  And that's part of the cohort of that 20.  So nine are being funded by a federal 

grant, eleven others are coming on their own ticket, which says a lot about--it must say a lot about our 

program.  They're coming to pay their own way, not with grant assistantships or anything else.  So we 

have a very diverse group of students in both the undergraduate and graduate level.  We serve about 400 

individuals a week with disabilities from preschool up to disabled veterans from the VA Hospital.  They 

were very, very challenged and--but, you know, physically challenged.  And they love coming to SRU 

because they're pretty with it, you know, they're 60, 50, 60, 70, 80 years old.  And then we have these 

young female college students coming to work.  And they just love the program.  So that ensures the 

attendance each week for those folks.  And--but we do everything in between.  We run a sports program 

for students who are visually impaired and blind.  We have clinics and a summer camp.  We have 

programs for kids with autism, after-school program--integrated program.  We have a barn on campus 

with 12 horses.  We do therapeutic riding.  So it's really a pretty comprehensive program.  We're a little 

proud of it.  And we spend a lot of time on it.  And we just--we like it because the students come to us as 

a elective.  They're not required to be there.  That's what makes it unique to us.  So I'll introduce next, 

Dave.  We're going to be switching this thing off around here just to [inaudible] 

>> I need to know if you can hear us for the benefit of the… 

>> Right.  Yeah. 



>> Okay.  My name is David Lorenzi.  And I am at IUP.  And I'm actually one of Bob's early students.  I 

know he doesn't like me saying that.  But I'm his protégé.  So I'm just kind of at the beginning stages of 

IUP kind of developing a program.  I've been there, I say beginning stages, I'm going into my 12th year, 

but I'm a one-person operation so it--it's take--taken time to build it.  But I offer a program that we call the 

Special Needs Activity Program and that has grown to become a child program.  We offer an adult 

program.  And then we do a Friday afternoon program for an agency in our area called Life Steps.  I don't 

know if they're up in your area as well.  So the best way to categorize it is kind of--it--they also run a 

group home agency.  But it's kind of like adult daycare.  So they're coming to us for physical activities.  So 

that has grown.  So approximately--I'd say we serve approximately 200, 250 clients in a given semester.  

And ours is a generic disability program.  We don't cater to just one disability.  So it's open for anyone to 

enroll.  So future plans, I am in the process of developing an adapted minor.  So we're hoping to get that 

approved this upcoming academic year.  And there's been more interest in--probably an area I'm looking 

at now.  We have such a large major students in exercise science.  So these are students that want to go 

into the fitness industry.  So they have a new ACSM Inclusive Fitness Trainer.  And we just had a student 

sit for that exam.  So I'm developing a course to help prepare students to do that.  But a lot of students 

take my class because it's a required course for them and become interested and want to pursue a 

career.  So we're looking at those… 

>> What is ACSM? 

>> Oh, good.  Yeah, ACSM is American College of Sport Medicine.  So probably an organization your 

athletic trainers, your high school might be affiliated with.  And anything else I need to tell?  I think that's 

about it.  And I'll pass it over to Pam. 

>> Okay.  [inaudible] 

>> Sure. 

>> And then [inaudible] good morning. 

>> Good morning. 

>> Can I get a little closer?  I tend to… 

>> Sure. 

>> …work.  I don't know--my name's Pam Arnhold.  And yes, we are married.  And we have offices right 

next to each other as well.  And people go, "Oh, my God.  I think I'd kill my husband if I had to work with 

him."  But we very barely see each other.  He tends to do more of the graduate program and I do the 

undergraduate program.  I've been teaching at Slippery Rock for 25 years, and part-timed at the 

beginning because we have four children, all on their 20s now and that brings a whole different life 

experience.  If you see paint on my fingernails, we we're just helping my daughter-in-law.  She's going to 

open her own candy shop.  It's in the family business.  That's happening in mid September.  So we were 



painting yesterday morning before we drove out there.  I think, to me, and I've been--I have a sister who 

has cerebral palsy and that's how I got into my field.  And I never thought much about it.  It was just life in 

the family.  And you learn to adapt and modify according to the needs that she needed.  She has now 

moved into a group home which my mother insists is the worst thing that ever happened to my mother.  

But she needed to do it, and it was a good thing for my sister.  So I'm--we're still adapting and modifying, 

and as Bob said, it's been always interesting for us to have the littlest ones through adults.  And I'm sure 

we'll talk more about transitions.  But that's one of the biggest things we're seeing, transitions in life and 

where we go and what we need.  And hopefully today, we're going to emphasize the idea to be really 

active in our transitions.  So welcome, welcome, welcome to the three of you that are here.  And we're so 

happy that you came and made it through the last day.  So thank you for your attention.  And I think… 

>> And [inaudible] I'm just--I have some microphone running and tell us who they are. 

>> Okay.  That'll do. 

>> They don't know each other and… 

>> We're going to throw you for a loop here.  Here we go.  All right. 

> Thank you.  Hi my name is Margaux Crawl (ph).  I… 

>> Margaux? 

>> Margaux, yes.  I teach life skills K-6. 

>> My name is Ann Szarewski (ph).  And I teach life skills 7-12. 

>> Thank you. 

>> Uh-hmm. 

>> And I'm Patti Fiely.  I'm the supervisor of special education for Penncrest School District. 

>> Okay.  Pine Crest? 

>> Penncrest. 

>> Penncrest [inaudible] 

>> [inaudible] before and then Cambridge Springs. 

>> Okay. 

>> We have three [inaudible] 

>> Big, like how many, 500? 

>> Four hundred and… 



>> Kids? 

>> No.  Square miles. 

>> Square miles. 

>> Oh, wow.  Okay. 

>> How many--how many children do you serve? 

>> We serve--special ed or whole district? 

>> Special ed. 

>> About 540 special ed students. 

>> That's a lot. 

>> All right.  So you're active.  And you're traveling. 

>> Yes.  Yes. 

>> I could imagine.  All right.  Well, we are going to go ahead.  We gave you the handouts.  So you have 

them.  And I understand they're going to be on their website and on an app.  So you have many ways of 

accessing this information.  If you have any questions at any time, please, please feel free to ask us and 

interrupt.  We are very personal people.  All of us do this with our students.  We ask a lot of questions.  

And we have prizes if you ask questions and answers.  So we're hoping to get you excited about 

movement.  And our first little video clip is called No Excuses.  We're going to start with that. 

>> [inaudible] we're ready to just pull this up here. 

[Video Begins] 

>> I'm too weak to [inaudible] 

>> Too big.  I ate too much for breakfast. 

>> I got a headache. 

>> It's raining. 

>> My dog is sick. 

>> I can't right now. 

>> I'm not inspired. 

>> Nice and slow, man. 

>> All that [inaudible] stuff. 



>> I'm fat. 

>> I'm thin. 

>> It's too hot. 

>> I'm not right. 

>> I got [inaudible] headache. 

>> You're distracted. 

>> I'm exerting myself too much. 

>> I'd love to, really, but I can't.  I just can't. 

>> My favorite show is up. 

>> I got a hazing from Monday into Tuesday, Wednesday and I don't want to do this.  Can we do 

something else? 

>> I can do this next week. 

>> I make a mistake. 

>> I got a home [inaudible] loaded. 

>> I don't have gas. 

>> I got a hot date [inaudible] 

>> I bruise easily. 

>> It's too cold.  I'm blistering.  This is dangerous. 

>> Sorry, I'm on my--I didn't get enough sleep. 

>> My tummy hurts. 

>> It's not much [inaudible] 

>> I don't want to look all tired now. 

>> I need a better coach. 

>> I don't mind getting tackled.  I'm just not the athletic type. 

>> Don't want to get sweaty. 

>> I have better things to do. 

>> I don't want to slow you down. 



>> I have to do this. 

>> As soon as I get promotion. 

>> It might as well just go down. 

>> And my feet hurt. 

[Video Ends] 

>> Pretty good, huh? 

>> That was excellent.  Didn't know I--didn't know I'd see that… 

>> Did you expect that? 

>> …coming. 

>> Man. 

>> Okay. 

>> All right.  And because we're PE teachers, you know, we can't let you sit.  And you're sitting all day 

long.  We got to loosen up a little bit.  So we have… 

>> That's probably a really good thing. 

>> You've probably been sitting the whole conference. 

>> Sit and eat, that's what I do in conferences.  They don't get to notice much. 

>> Yeah. 

>> So we have an introductory activity that we'd like to take you through.  And we are going to put you in 

groups.  And you are a group, so you guys can go through together.  So we basically have four questions 

posted on the wall.  I don't think it matters what order you go--go through.  So there's some markers 

underneath each one.  If you guys would like to go through, you can either put one response as a group, 

or if you would individually each like to bullet list something and that'll be our starting point.  And we'll talk 

about that. 

>> Questions that we have listed are what would be the modifications you have found to be successful?  

How many students do you work with regularly?  What students with disabilities are you encountering in 

your different programs?  And what concerns do you have when working with these students?  So those 

are the four questions that people will be walking around. 

>> [indistinct chatter] 

>> Do you want us to list… 



>> Pretty good question with their responses and [inaudible] 

>> Studying special ed in college right now.  So you'd never know.  You never know.  So we really want 

to make sure we identify the unique needs, make sure the instruction is individualized if needed.  Some 

students just might need pictures.  Some might need the adaptation of a little instruction from somebody 

else, setting the goals at different.  We have it--it's called ecological task analysis or choice.  So that you 

offer different distances to a goal or different equipment and the kid can come up and pick it up and find 

out where they are best adept.  And it doesn't mean that you're less than anybody else or more with what-

-but if it's choice, they're being successful.  And then they go, "Well, I can do this.  Let me challenge 

myself a little bit more."  And that works very well.  One other things we know, and it sounds like you have 

really great connections, but in many places that we go to, we don't need to educate the general 

education students about the children.  They might not know about the different disabilities that we've 

talked about.  For instance, I too am working with a young four-year-old right now in one of my programs 

who has Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy.  And he's mom was saying the kids don't know why he can't 

keep up running in preschool.  And so we talked about what if we did some adaptations with the general 

education, not to embarrass the student but to say, "This is why Johnny or Sally, cannot keep up with 

you.  Try to get up from the floor without bending your knees."  And she was like "Oh," the mom was so 

excited.  She loves that idea because then they can start having an empathy, not a sympathy or not an 

exclusionary, you know, those kids.  But to be part of, "Oh, that's why they're struggling.  That's why.  

Maybe I can be a little more understanding."  And maybe we're changing a little bit a mentality, hopefully.  

That's one of my--and then the support personnel, I kind of mentioned this before, to encourage not only 

the kids who come in, but our paras, our TSAs, our wraparounds, whatever every title everyone has to be 

included in many of our school districts.  That's when everyone decides it's break time.  And it not--it isn't 

necessarily their break time.  But make them feel part of the process.  Ask them to say what do you think 

some of the goals should for the kids?  You are working with them.  How do we bring some of those 

schools into the gymnasium?  What can we do with the kids when they're in physical education?  And 

when you start giving--empowering people, they feel a strong connection.  And one of the things that I 

feel strongly about is if we get our faculty moving and active, and our paraprofessionals physically active, 

it is in the school districts, that means then everyone takes it home.  And that's important to me.  So, all 

right.  I think I… 

>> All right.  I have something--another question. 

>> Okay. 

>> Another question 

>> Does your school district use response to intervention strategies? 

>> We are not state approved RTI… 



>> Oh, okay. 

>> …model, but we do… 

>> Okay.  I was going to guess you probably did just knowing how progressive you are.  And that's 

basically inclusion LRE model. 

>> Yes. 

>> Okay.  And I wonder if that's done in physical education, too?  It'd be interesting to see that. 

>> We have professional learning communities that meet regularly.  And I want to say on--just regarding 

service days to help the phys ed teachers work in TLCs specifically around helping phys ed. 

>> Okay.  Good.  There's only a couple research articles on RTI in the physical education environment.  

So it's good to see you're trying it, isn't it? 

>> Okay.  It's hard for them to find their piece in that model. 

>> Exactly.  So the next couple of things Dave was going to talk about IEPs.  And if you have a handout 

in front of you, following that, we go into some specific disabilities but we were thinking phys ed teachers 

would need to have whole lot more than a special education teacher.  We need background information 

on ID or deaf, blind, or vision.  I mean, I don't know if… 

>> No.  I think we're great. 

>> Yeah. 

>> Yeah.  We… 

>> Can we take a break from 10:00 to 10:15?  I'll do IEP and then to go right into assessment? 

>> Yeah.  How does that sound? 

>> Okay. 

>> All right. 

>> Or do you want so many, you know, if we go assessment, we'll talk about some modifying activities for 

disability specific. 

>> Okay. 

>> So we'll skip over disabilities at this point? 

>> Yes. 

>> I'm going to do some talk about IEPs in the PE process. 

>> Sure. 



>> And then go into assessment.  All right.  We'll take a 15-minute break. 

>> Okay. 

>> Thank you. 

>> Thanks. 

>> All right.  We're going to dive back in after the break here.  And I have a little piece.  And we can 

spend as much or as little time on this as you want to.  And it deals with the IEP.  And obviously, you're all 

very familiar with the IEP process in general.  We'll kind of come at it from the physical education point of 

view and maybe add some things to that.  And then I'd be interested in hearing maybe some concerns 

that your PE teachers might have with the IEP process.  So let me pull up the PowerPoint.  All right.  So, 

again, I think we know the answers to these questions.  So, I think you said earlier that you work in 

collaboration with the PE teachers in your district to write goals and objectives for the IEP.  And then 

possibly the area that your PE teachers need a little help with would be the assessment piece of finding 

appropriate assessments.  So, again, I hate to be the dead horse, but as Pam and Bob said, you guys are 

very far ahead of the curve.  And I know you work with the Harrisburg Schools.  And maybe your 

experience is different on our end of the state.  We don't see the PE teachers involved very, very much in 

the IEP process.  Meaning, they're not doing an assessment.  They're not having a say.  So, when I ask 

them who makes a placement decision, their answer is usually an administrator.  So, you can imagine 

from the PE teachers point of view that kind of breeds a little frustration or discontent because they don't 

feel like they're connected.  So, unfortunately, we have some PE teachers that don't want to be involved.  

But we do have some good PE teachers that want to be part of the process but are being constrained, 

maybe, administratively for not being involved.  So, obviously, you know, we like the model that you guys 

are doing.  So, what do you see in the Harrisburg area in general? 

>> We're in Cumberland, Dauphin, and Perry Counties and [inaudible] and so we're in a broad range 

[inaudible] well, I would say that most of the time, what's happening is that the physical therapy staff are 

working with the physical educators collaboratively to--but they are taking the lead.  The PTs have been 

taking the lead I would say on assessment. 

>> Okay. 

>> And then they'll collaborate with the phys ed teachers on methods and strategies.  If Adapted PE 

programs will already increase, then they would collaborate on adaptations, what to do differently, et 

cetera.  But I have to say, I don't know that their new office and teacher are doing their own Adapted PE 

assistant, but some, maybe.  And I'd love to find that out. 

>> Okay. 

>> Yeah 



>> And I--and I always think that's a good starting point because again, you have to be involved in the 

process and kind of have a seat at the table. 

>> Absolutely. 

>> And they're the ones that are obviously providing the direct service and dealing with the students.  So, 

you know, if an administrator decides the student should be included in general PE, but I'm having 

problems with inclusion, maybe behavioral, you know, or skill level.  There--there's a drastic gap, and that 

can be frustration again if it wasn't, you know, based on appropriate assessment.  So, let--I'm going to 

switch over to a different PowerPoint that Pam and I--a presentation we gave a few years ago on getting 

involved in the IEP process.  And just make a couple of points.  We don't need to go through all of this.  

Anytime I talk about IEP, I'd like to start with this quote because it really reminds people of what the 

process should be.  People think, you know, of IEP as just the physical document, and it certainly is.  But 

it's an actual, you know, living and breathing thing.  It's a process that's ongoing.  So, Bob touched on this 

earlier.  We can get into a little more detail.  For regular physical education, if a student with disability can 

participate fully in regular or we use the term general physical education without any special modifications 

to compensate for the student's disability, then it would not be necessary to refer to physical education in 

the IEP.  So, that happens a ton, if you think of students that receive speech therapy that might have a  

mild learning disability, you know, so lots of students might be on IEP in your district but don't necessarily 

need any modifications in PE.  So, sometimes, I meet PE teachers and there's confusions with that.  They 

think if a child has an IEP that physical education needs to be represented.  And that's very individualistic.  

It all depends on the students' disability and their needs.  So, then the opposite of that for Adapted 

Physical Education, if a student with disability needs especially designed physical education or what we 

would call Adapted PE, that program must be addressed in all areas of the IEP.  And Bob said earlier, 

you know, I don't think as a state we're doing a good job in Pennsylvania in doing that.  And when we 

started this process of going around the state and speaking, we were finding that PE was listed as a 

related service on the actual IEP form, didn't we find that?  So, that was one of our first goals, was to 

change that, you know, to get that change.  Because, again, if it's a related service, then it can change, 

then you kind of get into what Bob and Pam had mentioned earlier of how often the child has PE, you 

know, the law is written differently for a direct service versus related service.  So, that needed to be 

clarified.  And then other considerations and I'm sure you have students with 504 plans, and that will vary 

and sometimes, that has an impact in physical education or not.  I have a daughter with type 1 diabetes, 

and she actually--we just got her new 504 plan for the upcoming school year.  And it's pretty simple.  It's 

basically, you know, how the school is going to manage it, and she's going to check her blood sugar 

before PE and be allowed to have a snack, and this and that.  So, it's great.  And it really protects her as 

she's getting older, moving into high school because now, when she sits for standardized testing, having 

that 504 plan in place if she, you know, her blood sugar drops and she has to stop out of the room to 

check, and those types of things.  So, just a summary of what the physical educators roll in the IEP 

process should be, and we've talked about a lot of these already, you know, and sometimes, the physical 



educator might notice a student that has a motor delay that not necessarily a classroom teacher might 

pick up on that.  So, sometimes, there might be special needs in physical education that don't show up in 

other academic areas or other content areas, and the physical educator might be the first to notice that or 

recognize that.  All right.  So, these are some of the strategies we recommend for the physical education 

teachers.  And again, it sounds like your teachers are doing a lot of those things.  You know, we really 

encourage them to work with you guys as the classroom teachers, just like Pam had mentioned with the 

para educators in the age.  You guys spend so much time during the school day with the students, 

especially in my experience when it comes to behavior management, and those types of things.  We often 

don't need to reinvent the wheel when they come to physical education.  We can implement what you 

guys have been doing in the classroom, you know, and maybe modify or tweak it for a physical education 

setting.  But keep that consistency there for the students. 

>> I just have a question. 

>> Sure. 

>> If the teachers are attending IEP meetings or just preparing the… 

>> They attend. 

>> Great question.  Wow. 

>> They attend the RR as well or the ER where there are--a specimen is being reviewed.  They don't stay 

for the entire meeting.  They present their information, answering questions the parents have and go back 

to their classroom. 

>> Okay.  Wow.  That is--we're kind of blown away.  We don't--we don't come across this that often.  

Now, you said you have approximately 500 students in your district on an IEP.  What would you estimate-

-how many of them would have PE goals on that IEP, would it be half of them, or less than half? 

>> Uh-oh, no.  Less than half.  I would say it's probably about 40 students in the district. 

>> Which kind of shoots a hole in the theory that the PE teacher doesn't have time.  I--I've heard that 

number cited.  We have X number of student s on an IEP and the administrator assumes the PE teacher 

would be attending every one of those IEP meetings.  But again, it's a small percentage. 

>> I do have one building that has two MDS classrooms, and a life skills classroom.  And he would have 

the largest case flow because in that building there's roughly 20, 22 students.  But we have--what I've 

done is when there's been multiple doing it at a time, the high school PE teacher that's also--was trained 

to--with this process, comes down and assist. 

>> Okay.  Very good. 

>> The paraprofessionals are the gym teachers too [inaudible] 



>> Okay.  Wow.  That's good. 

>> I would just think that's sad that this isn't the norm. 

>> Right. 

>> That doesn't make any sense. 

>> Yeah.  When you guys are doing it and it seems abnormal for you to not do it but like Bob said, we've 

been fighting this battle for many, many years.  And we're seeing very, very slow change. 

>> Yeah.  And honestly, we just started the process these past few years so, you know, it is new for us. 

>> So, how did you get the change started?  It happened at what level? 

>> Well, as a supervisor, I watched the webinar on, like, PaTTAN and then brought that information back 

to the district, trained our--I let our special ed teachers know it was coming.  And then I met with our--

helped visit the teachers that were doing adapted gym.  The students were already getting adaptive gym.  

We just didn't have the process in place for the evaluation and the goals and the process monitoring.  So, 

we brought them in and I trained them on what there was, and the specimens that we could find, give 

them time to search, took them to the website for Adapted PE that has a ton of information, trained them 

on how to write IEP goals, how to progress monitor them.  And instead of saying "Okay, we're going to 

read you everybody," we started at the revaluation time when a student was up for revaluation, that's 

when we implemented the near cross.  That's [inaudible] 

>> Wow, that's great.  So, you're the ledgeman in the whole thing, because administrative body and your 

kind of setting the tone figuratively. 

>> Well, my--in my understanding in watching the webinar was it's law and we--and our district was not 

doing what it needed to do and [inaudible] they're monitoring here for us and we needed to make sure. 

>> Was it one of the PE webinars that PaTTAN did or was it just a generic webinar on the law? 

>> It was a--no.  It was a webinar on Adapted PE.  So--and when I asked our IU, no one else seemed to 

know what I was talking about.  They looked at me like I had three heads.  So, I know that working on the 

district center, I knew that is--has this process that [inaudible] 

>> We'll make sure to tell Becky.  She'll be thrilled that somebody watched the webinar in PE that it 

resolved it in a… 

>> Excuse me.  Two questions here, two things.  Did you have to buck heads with the PE supervisor? 

>> No.  Actually, our curriculum supervisor has said "Annie, here's what's coming."  I gave him a copy of 

the PowerPoint.  And he said, "Okay.  Let me know if you need one of the teachers."  And it does move 

forward.  And I--and I will state that our teachers, you know, are amazing.  They really took it on, you 

know, one was a little like "Oh, my gosh [inaudible] to students that at each IEP meeting that he's been 



out of his confidence as improved.  And, you know, the knowledge that he brings to the table and what he 

can share from the eyes of a PE teacher to a parent is different than from an academic lens to a parent.  

And it is a great teacher that can see that interaction with the parents and teachers. 

>> Our gym teacher in our [inaudible] case loads.  He--before I was--he's wonderful with including our 

kids in all activities, and they're adapting.  He has different, you know, step that he uses at a gym class 

that is geared towards our kids.  So--and that's… 

>> He probably just slipped [inaudible] 

>> Slip of point, either one, either one. 

>> If you promise to say it Adapted Physical Education, not Adapted Gym or PE teacher, not gym 

teacher, I'll give you a present.  Do you promise? 

>> I promise. 

>> We can't go back and… 

>> It goes for all of you. 

>> You know, I--I've been also terrified that from our--thank you, from our region, a lot of excellent APE 

instruction is happening where I'm fascinated and, you know, definitely follow up as more the 

assessment, like there are a couple of districts that has their own APE person.  What I don't know is how 

they're doing their assessment and if it's getting included in the IEP process.  So, you know, I'm definitely 

going to follow up on that.  Because 10 or more years ago when I was actually a consultant in PaTTAN, I 

did a lot of exactly what you guys are doing because I was one of the OTs.  And I brought in our APE 

people in the field and said "Let's start doing this more.  So, I'm delighted that you're all…" 

>> And there's definitely overlap with the assessment that there are some assessments out there that 

really fit the needs in physical education and they're more broad.  And unfortunately on the break, I could 

not find the assessment PowerPoint that I wanted to show you, but it's definitely something we could do in 

an in service, and it kind of elated to the next… 

>> Would you be able to--if we email you, would you be able to email it to us? 

>> Yes, yeah. 

>> Well, that's great. 

>> I have, you know, 15 different phone drives and it's on one of them.  And they're not organized.  It's 

always been on my to-do-list on a break, like "I'm going to put this in the folders," and, you know, it's there 

somewhere.  But it leads me--this is a common question I get.  And it--and it's too flamboyant, you know, 

a general or regular PE teachers assigned in teaching Adopted PE class?  What should I be teaching?  

And then with the IEP process, what should the goals be, you know, what should I be assessing?  What 



should be an annual goal?  And if you look at the list here, it runs the gamut of the whole definition that 

Bob showed you that's in the law.  So, the PE curriculum is broad.  There's no right or wrong.  And that 

will depend on the needs of the student.  You know, they might be severely overweight, have secondary 

health problems or maybe you focus a lot on health related physical fitness.  And we're going to show you 

an assessment that would really, you know, tap into that in a deeper level.  Related to what a PT would 

do, you might be looking at gross motor skills and transitioning into fundamental movement patterns, you 

know.  And then you have, obviously, individual sports, team sports, the dance, the aquatics would fall 

into that cooperative activity.  So, my answer to them is there's no right or wrong.  It depends on the 

situation.  So, probably the best in-service training that I've ever been a part of, a school district invited 

me in.  And normally, it's on and in-service day.  Well, they planned it on a day that they have students 

there.  So, the district actually paid--it was a small district, so it wasn't too, too expensive.  They paid for 

subs for the whole PE staff for that day.  So, we met in the morning.  And then we went out into their PE 

classes.  So, when they were talking about it in the morning, you know, "I have this boy in my third period 

class."  And so, those questions are often so hard for us to answer.  We give generic answers, because 

we don't see the student, you know, you tell me about a student with autism and his behaviors but without 

really seeing it and see how they interact with other students in the class.  But it was a real eye opener, 

you know, their administrator very much pushed inclusion like we talked about.  They were really reluctant 

to put students in a segregated Adapted PE class.  But, you know, we found in observing, for example, 

you mentioned students, you know, in a wheel chair.  You know, I remember the one period they wheeled 

a student with a wheel chair in.  And I can't remember if he or she basically sat in the corner of the gym.  

And then they wheeled her back out.  And they said "Well, we do this for the social benefit."  And I never 

saw a single student interact with the student.  So, A, they're not getting any skill, you know, they're not 

getting any fitness, not learning any skill, and they're not getting social interaction.  So, again, is this an 

appropriate placement?  So, it just really--and the PE teachers kind of knew it and they almost needed 

someone from the outside to come in and tell the administration like "This isn't appropriate, you know, this 

isn't what they're doing."  So, it was beneficial.  And then in that same district, they showed me with their 

Adopted PE class looked like.  And the teacher was brand new, assigned a teacher.  He was an older 

teacher.  And he had a great Adapted PE class.  He set up stations.  He had paraprofessionals that was 

well organized.  All he needed was some reassurance that he was doing the right thing because he had 

no idea, like you said.  He had no one to talk to.  No one to bounce ideas off of, he was working in a 

vacuum.  And he basically just needed some affirmation that "Hey, I think you're doing a really good job 

with this.  The students are active.  They're involved.  You have an organized plan.  They're working on 

their own goals from their IEPs.  So, I think that type of model could be very beneficial."  But do you guys 

have any questions as far as any problems or concerns that you've heard from your PE teachers when it 

comes to the IEP process other than assessment, which we'll try to talk about that a little bit more? 

>> I think they've been very good at collaborating with the team and the OT, PTs too to get a kind of a 

direction of "Okay.  There's a lot of skills that could be--could be selected, what is going to be the most 



beneficial for lifelong learning of this child?"  And they kind of work as a team to shape what that's going 

to look like. 

>> Right.  And because… 

>> I'm sorry. 

>> Go ahead. 

>> Is it following the school's regular PE curriculum too on a… 

>> Yes. 

>> Okay. 

>> Yes. 

>> And that's why I'm a big fan of the model that involves inclusion and Adapted PE.  It's kind of the best 

of both worlds.  They can go and get that social interaction, be exposed to the regular curriculum, but 

then come to an Adapted PE class, smaller, you know, student to teacher ratio, then they could work on 

some individualized goals, you know, unique to their needs.  So, it--it's really… 

>> And that's actually the model that you just described is where our PTs will often plug in [inaudible] an 

APE session with the student, so that the PE and the PT can work together on some of the skills 

development and how to do it together as a team.  And then to try to plug that back in with their end of 

larger class, the inclusion class, so it gives them practice, one-on-one. 

>> And that's great because like you said, a lot of the PE teachers while we think we're doing the best job 

we can to train these future teachers at the university level, at the end of the day, like Bob said, most of 

them are getting one, three correct class in Adapted PE, so one semester and then they're expected to go 

and do it.  So you wouldn't be expected to go, you know, teaching a special ed classroom if you didn't 

have more extensive training and certification.  So, that's what we're kind of up against in the state.  So if 

you ever wonder why "Wow, this man or woman is just out of a teacher prep program yet they don't feel 

confident or comfortable doing it."  They probably have, you know, limited, you know.  So unless they--at 

a university that has a minor program where they are able to go deeper into it, they get a little taste of it 

for one semester and that's the end. 

>> Now, your Adapted Gym course that you offer, do you include the swimming part into it and then do 

you also do, like, in [inaudible] in the gym experience too for those students? 

>> I'll answer for mine and then--well, you've talked about Slippery Rocks.  We do both because we have 

a pool and it's a part of that program that I talked about.  So they'll get kind of the classroom theory 

information and then they'll get the hands on when we bring the clients on campus.  So I try to assign--

because I teach two separate classes, so I have one just for health and PE teachers and then I have one 



that we call for sport majors and it's that exercise science.  So the education students, I try to give them, 

you know, more school age clients than the sports students, you know, the… 

>> So the students come to you that they work with? 

>> These clients, yeah.  And it's a different model.  We don't really partner with school districts and this is 

done like on a Saturday morning or a Wednesday night.  I would love during--like when you go to 

[inaudible] it's during the school day and you go down, I would love--for my work hours, it would be great 

to do that, you know, you know, during the day and I know other universities and in your programs come 

during the school day. 

>> Well, I guess I'm also wondering why you're searching a microphone about pre-service hours, you 

know.  I wonder if it's an opportunity whether [inaudible] invented in classes but we don't typically see 

student pre-service.  We get student teachers, but pre-service teachers coming into--in our PE 

classrooms, that might be a great way to increase their Adapted PE knowledge by having them partner 

with a district that is already--that has an APE course and just to build those skills, just for fun. 

>> We do that too.  We do… 

>> We have a… 

>> We do that with our local school districts.  We'll send a student to the--we'll send a student to Grove 

City area school district and they go into their life skills class, phys ed program, then we also send some 

students to the Head Start program in the Head Start center, and then to our school district also.  But 

Pamela is a really comprehensive program where several districts come to her. 

>> Which is great. 

>> Because we have one class and I am one person, we set it up with local school districts to come to the 

university and these are--it is a segregate program in a sense, and bear with me as I say segregated.  

These are life skill class, autism support, multi-disabled classrooms and the teachers come, the school 

district provides the transportation to get to our university and we work it with their school day.  So my 

classes offer a specific time when these kids come to the school, they get on the bus and come to the 

university.  And so for the one class that Dave was talking about, the--we have it--we call it intro to 

adapted physical activity because we are life spent.  We have a couple of different sections.  We have 

one for physical educators.  So the kids come into that class.  They come into a gymnasium and we adapt 

and then modify the skills.  And we kind of set it up as a theme-based or sport-based, depending on the 

kids and what the interests of our college students are because I need them to connect with us so--

because sometimes this is their first experience working with kids with different abilities and then they will 

set up the program and then each of the students are on small groups to teach a lesson, but it's one-on-

one.  So they're actually seeing kids with different ability levels.  And so they do that.  Well, it just so 

happens that I teach the adapted aquatics class.  So the school district, if we've got them there at the 



university, why not.  So then--and by adapt, they leave the gymnasium, get changed, and attend on 

adapted aquatics class.  So my students in that class get to learn how to adapt and modify swimming 

skills, activities, fun things, games, in the pool so they get a half an a hour of that because that's usually 

but I need to give time for my students to change to get back to their next classes.  And then the school 

district says, "All right.  Let's keep them there for lunch."  So sometimes they socialize and have lunch at 

the different things on campus or they just bring the lunches from the school district.  So, they have--later, 

Bob wants to tell you about our transition program because basically, it has expanded from that point and 

that's how we set up the day.  And it is lucky for our students because it's contained for them, segregated 

for them, but the students are getting the socialization.  If you think about college students 18 through 21, 

22, which for the high school, that's integrated, that's inclusive.  So it's a win-win for our students.  I could 

not get to as many school districts myself to have and guide them and adapt for them because we then 

do journaling than we also do the--we talk about our experiences and a lot of behavior issues come up.  

So many kids never get how to adapt behaviors.  What do I do for this child with autism that goes over to 

the wall and starts banging their head?  Well, we talk about it in class.  We do that all the time.  And so 

we're getting so much that the school district kids get a lot, our college students learn a lot, it's amazing 

for me.  I'm lucky. 

>> You're setting them both for success. 

>> Yes, absolutely. 

>> Your college students are getting that wonderful opportunity to work with your kids.  The kids love 

doing things like that.  They'll go back to school and brag that up, you know, "Oh, I'm in college today.  I 

went [inaudible] well, it--I just figured it's fabulous. 

>> And you should see the connections that develop over a semester, to me, that is the reason I keep 

doing this.  The kids coming up in the elementary just grabbing--they know who their student is, grabbing 

their hand and taken them out in the floor and the kids are like "Wow."  And so many of our students are--

you're not--you're taught, do not touch a child.  Well, that goes out the window and adapt it.  I'm sorry, PT 

and OT and you just, you know, what are you going to do, not take that kid's hand?  You grab that kid's 

hand and you go up and it changes their mind.  It changes how they think.  And I mean we only have 15 

weeks so we put a lot into our, you know, practicum experiences so they get it.  It's not just lecture.  It's 

doing. 

>> That's what I was going to ask, is your partnership based on the students on campus is--you have 

them all 15 weeks or is it like we do 8--4 weeks, 8 sessions? 

>> We do 10, 10 weeks, because I have to introduce the experience and then let--they--my students and 

my [inaudible] can't we do more of the practicum and have those lecture, but we're talking about teaching 

all the disabilities, taking them the experience, talking about PE and how to adapt, I mean, you can only 



get so much in 15.  I prefer if the state would actually require us to have at least two classes, then I'd feel 

good. 

>> Oh, it's great that they're getting 10 weeks.  I mean that's… 

>> Yes. 

>> So they visit 10 weeks, the kids actually count 10 different times. 

>> Or already been 20 times, is it twice a week or once a week? 

>> Only once a week. 

>> Okay. 

>> Once a week and for 10 weeks, we can have that.  But we do it--and many of our school districts 

come back for two semesters. We don't run summer programs but… 

>> So the district's PE teachers are coming along? 

>> No.  They are assigned to only the PE at their school districts so yeah.  Well… 

>> That was a great opportunity and I was sitting here, thinking that we send our classroom standard or 

partnership with them for in its Adapted PE for swimming, aquatics, and it runs four weeks but it's two 

days a week, so making eight sessions. 

>> That sounds… 

>> It sounds very similar, you know, match the student ups, it's a wonderful program. 

>> But it's just the swimming part. 

>> It is just the swimming part, but as I was sitting here, thinking, it might be great for our Adapted PE 

teacher to go to one or two sessions to see that interaction and--because how you can push because I've 

seen students who at the first session were afraid to even get in the pool and by the last session, they're 

jumping off the diving board. 

>> And then they're crying in the lobby because… 

>> Oh, it's the last time. 

>> It's true. 

>> Oh, yeah. 

>> Oh, it's true.  It's true. 

>> Yes.  They can really have that away to get those kids to push beyond, you know, what you would 

typically expect them to be able to achieve and… 



>> Absolutely.  And I tell my students "You kids have to bar here by what they look like, you've got to set 

it up here and make them need it.  And, you know, the students are like, "Well, let's play this game, well, 

because we don't think that they can do it."  We don't think, you don't know.  So let's start challenging and 

just don't do this game because that's what you think they can do and then we adapt and modify it from 

there.  We also do use our facilities on campus as well.  So we use our fitness center as there's a rock 

climbing wall so sometimes we get to do that and modify different activities for them.  So it's a lot of 

different activities. 

>> Are there other colleges that are doing what you guys are doing IUP and Slippery Rock? 

>> Stratford, Westchester and I guess Edinboro. 

>> Yeah. 

>> And [inaudible] is as quite as detailed as what you have but we've expanded a lot of over a year so 

you can really have… 

>> Yeah.  For--and for… 

>> And there was a change in that Adapted PE program because it was BJ Scarpino for a year and she 

left. 

>> [inaudible] 

>> So they've, you know, transitioned. 

>> Okay.  All right. 

>> All right.  Well, now--and I would just add to that because I think I failed to mention that when you 

asked about the aquatics, ours is a gym and swim program.  So even though it's a Saturday morning 

community-based, they're getting both so the students were getting that but, you know, as far as the 

student training like Pam said, we try to jam everything in this presentation is in a 15-week course.  So we 

have to introduce them to disabilities, talk about the IEP process and remember they come and they don't 

know anything about it, have to learn about assessment.  Like Pam, I'm finding, I'm spending more time 

on behavior management because we see that's such a need.  So many teachers get frustrated, you 

know, in dealing with behaviors and they need to learn effective strategy.  So it's a lot to cover and give 

them a hands-on experience, give them time to reflect on that and do those types of things, but I love it.  

It's my favorite class that I teach, and like Pam, I just wish I had them longer, you know, two semesters 

would be great to slow down and go into greater detail with it.  But I will say as we move on from here, as 

Bob mentioned earlier, you know, each generation of students, I'm finding are more empathetic and have 

a greater comfort level being around individuals with disabilities because they had it in their own K-12, so 

all of these peer mentoring and peer tutoring programs that we see in the schools.  So very different than 

when the laws were first passed and you probably went out and did in-service trainings and you often ran 



into some real negative attitudes from the teachers because it was radically different than what they were 

used to doing. 

>> All right. 

>> The last thing I'll mention with IEP and I thought I would just throw this in because you might be 

interested to hear, we actually had a parent on our panel when we did this.  So we got some parental 

perspectives on the IEP process and I'm sure you talk to your parents as well, you can see if it kind of 

matches up, but related specifically to physical education.  So, you know, the parents and some of my 

parents that have been with my program for a long time, I joke to my students, they could probably come 

to the university and teach a class on special education laws.  So I have, you know, professors' wives 

who are highly educated and extremely involved in their child's education and they're very 

knowledgeable.  And because mine is a Saturday morning community-based, often while the kids are in 

activity, we'll run workshops for the parents.  So we have a nutrition department on campus.  They'll come 

over and talk to the parents.  Special education students and professors have come and done some 

presentations on the law and, you know, understanding your rights and so forth.  So we try to--and even 

when we don't formally have something planned, it becomes an impromptu support group for the parents.  

So I constantly see them sharing information, pulling out their iPad, sharing apps with each other.  And--

so it's really neat to see while we're working with the kids, they get a little break and they get to interact 

with other parents.  But this was some of the feedback that we got from the parents about the IEP 

process.  And again, you see the behavior coming forward as a need as well.  I think one more slide here.  

But basically the same, you know, parents feel the same way we do about it.  They want their child to get 

physical education.  They want them to be involved.  They want them to participate.  They want them to 

learn new skills and that's what we strive to offer them.  So if you think back to the slide Pam did before 

the break on the quality physical education then I really, you know, especially in the secondary, at the 

high school level, some of the best curriculums are more well-rounded that have moved away from just 

the traditional team sports.  Just like all of us in this room, some of us liked playing team sports, some of 

us, you know, would prefer to do other individual type activities.  So why not expose students to a variety 

of activities.  They're approaching, you know, young adulthood, they're going to choose, you know, after 

12th grade, nobody tells them, you have to do this activity, you have to do that.  They're going to make a 

choice and if it's not something that they have the skills for--feel confident, the likelihood of them choosing 

it is pretty low and it has to be something that they're interested in.  So that's kind of the new approach in 

physical education.  Some of the more innovative high school programs especially schools that have 

received a PEP grant like yours, who are able to build fitness centers, so they talk about the health club 

approach, you know, learning to access a fitness center, you know, how to assess your own physical 

fitness level, improve, you know, different components of fitness.  And then as Pam said, some of these 

more outdoor recreational type activities, you know, the rock climbing, the biking, the hiking, cross country 

skiing, all that stuff is great.  You know, those are activities if you don't try them when you're young, you're 

probably not going to try them, you know, when you're older.  You know, as people are aged to do 



something new and you get the first video clip, you get the excuses, you know, "I don't want a downhill 

ski.  I'll break my leg."  I'll do, you know, young kids are eager to try new skills and they tend to learn them 

quicker and pick up on them faster.  So that's what we try to expose them to.  Okay.  So I think the next 

part of the presentation transitions into the disability, specific information, I think we establish--you guys 

are very comfortable with this.  So we may just go through it real quick and point out maybe some things 

that the physical education teacher needs to be aware of when working with students with those types of 

disabilities.  So I'll load it up for you, Pam. 

>> Okay.  While Dave is changing the slide, I did want to ask you and we've had this experience with 

some of our parents and stuff, often times, they don't worry about the physical education component 

because they're just so tired of fighting for all the other things that the child needs, that they feel that this 

is one of the least important things.  I'm here to argue that point and only because I know deep down in 

my heart that all the research that we talk about and read is that physical activity improves their standing 

in testing which we know with some of our kids that's important.  It is important, it reduces behaviors.  It 

makes them more physically fit so they're not having secondary health problems like high blood pressure 

at an early age, you know, diabetes, those type of things.  So I'm here to say even though the parents 

aren't fighting because they think this is one of the least important things, I'm here to say if you can 

encourage your parents to promote physical education, physical activity, we'd be doing our students a 

humungous service. 

>> I fight with my kids especially for that--are on the spectrum, I take that walk into why [inaudible] these 

even if they have PE that day.  Because it calms them, it's the centers them and it's good for them.  It's 

good for all of us to get out.  Obviously, we're going to go out and blow the steak off. 

>> Oh, that's--yes, clear the cobwebs, whatever expression you use, it's awesome, so. 

>> But it's good for them. 

>> Yeah, absolutely.  So I'm--we're not going to spend a long time, as we said, but if I could move along.  

This is one of my favorite artists.  I don't know if you've ever come across them but because we're 

adapted physical activity, it shows faces.  And I can see probably every client I've worked in all those 

faces.  It's just one of my favorite illustrators.  She's one… 

>> Who is it? 

>> Pesky and we've even ordered a book from her and stuff like that, so she's on the corner, so. 

>> That's where you're from. 

>> Yeah.  So anyway, I don't need to give you a definition of down syndrome or ID, but there are some 

things that we need to think about and that's one thing.  If you don't mind, we'd be spending just a couple 

of seconds on this.  You know about short attention span.  The hypotonocity and my PT here or OT, are 

you OT? 



>> OT. 

>> Okay.  But you know that term?  But other people may not.  Low muscle tone, for many kids with ID 

especially Down syndrome.  That is something that we can work on in Physical Education.  A lot of 

people think just because you're born that way doesn't mean that you can improve upon fitness.  

Movement doesn't prove that, so that can change for many of our kids.  One of the things that I share with 

students in our university students and we've heard this from other teachers in the field, they are not 

allowed to see the health reports of the students.  And I told them, "Oh, yes you are."  I said, "You cannot 

take them out of the school but you are have access to them to see."  And one of the big things that we 

worry about for our students for--as you said safety.  Those kids with Down syndrome and some 

dwarfisms have atlantoaxial instability.  And in Physical Education that is unbelievably important to know 

if a child has been cleared for that or not and that's why you tell them to make sure they know what is 

going on with that child especially with the Down syndrome and the dwarfism.  So that they do not do any 

quick head movement.  So, David is a soccer player and he still goes and play soccer heading the ball or 

diving into a pool, that could cause problems.  We need to know if they're clear or not and the physical 

educators don't always think about that and that's something we need to know for the other things, and if 

kids have any shunts that can't be if a ball hits them.  So, if they're in general Physical Education they 

might be okay but if they have a shunt and they're not in Adapted PE, and a ball hits them in the head, we 

could have some problems.  So, our physical educators need to know this type of things for intellectual 

disabilities and Down syndrome.  So, okay, you know how to adapt and modify but--I'm sorry, but I love 

pictures and I always put them in, so I fall in love with the kids when I see them.  So peer mentors, we've 

talked about that early so we're going to fly through that and Bob's going to talk a little bit about visual 

impairment.  And we did bring some equipment with us so that you can see some things. 

>> Just--as we review this slide, how much would you teach us… 

>> Okay. 

>> …with some potential to--maybe it's… 

>> Okay. 

>> Just 30 seconds on this.  We're beating a dead horse with peer mentors for those of you who use peer 

mentors a lot so it does work very well, very effectively.  We should tell our teachers to know not how 

blind they are but how much residual vision they have and where the vision is.  If they have peripheral 

vision, if they have, you know, tunnel vision, people don't think about what vision they have and how to--

how to use it.  We went--we went to graduate school with a friend of ours who was an Olympic wrestler 

and he was blind in one eye from birth and at age 18 his peer--his twin brother knocked a venetian blind 

off his window and got him in the other eye.  So, all he can see was out of his right eye this direction.  So, 

he knew when he--when he work with gym he had to be on his right side on the side of his body so he 

could see you and deal with it that way.  So, we tell our teachers know what the residual vision is and 



where it is, and how much it is rather than how blind they are.  It does make--it doesn't make any sense.  

We have several objects that we can share and we can lend out and have people borrow if you want to.  

We have all kinds of balls with bells in them.  Soccer balls with noisemakers in them.  And if you want you 

can check this out and borrow them.  And we have a Beep Baseball as a game that's played by 

specifically with people who are blind.  And you have a pitcher and a batter and a catcher on the same 

team, that's unusual.  And the fielders were on the other team and all the fielders are blindfolded.  And 

there's a first base over here and a third base over here.  No second base.  And a big cones, padded 

cones about four-foot--four and a half feet tall, a basis.  And the pitcher pitches to his batter because he 

knows exactly how the batter swings the bat.  And you goes, ready ball and the ball comes, and the batter 

swings.  If he--if he hits it the umpire turns on first or third base to make a buzz and the winners got to run 

to the base is buzzing and get there before the fielder picks up this ball.  So, it's called Beep Baseball.  

So, you have a beeping ball and a buzzing base and it's really challenging and very, very challenging to 

play but it's a regular size softball, it's hard and of course… 

>> That's a killer size softball. 

>> Of course you don't--they don't --the fielders don't have gloves and they don't catch in the air but they 

have to track it after it lands and track and to follow it.  If a fielder picks up the ball before the runner gets 

to the base, he's out.  If the runner gets to the base first it's a run and that's it. 

>> So then if you have a runner on first and… 

>> They just--they just go back.  We have to get--if you get the first base… 

>> If you have a runner on the third. 

>> No.  We just go back. 

>> Got you.  Uh-hmm. 

>> There's another game called Goalball, G-O-A-L, ball and this is a really hard basketball size ball with 

eight bells in it.  And there's a volleyball size court, okay?  And there's three players on each end of the 

court, there's three players.  And object is to roll this ball down the court pass--the three players pass the 

end line and get a goal. 

>> Okay. 

>> Their job is to dive and stop it. 

>> Wow. 

>> And this is a--this is a Paralympic sport. 

>> Oh, okay. 



>> And very, very competitive, very, very challenging.  And our colleague like we said, Wendy used to 

coach the women's national team.  It was really--oh, the men's team.  Yeah, that's right.  But that's--and 

the--you play the game.  If you have many kids with vision impairments you play a--you blindfold all the 

normal kids, these kids going to excel. 

>> Absolutely. 

>> They can be like best kid in the block.  So Goalball and Beep Baseball. 

>> And it's Beep. 

>> Beep. 

>> Baseball? 

>> Beep Baseball. 

>> And are these pieces of equipment easy to acquire? 

>> They're pricey.  That's about a hundred bucks.  And that's a couple hundred bucks, I believe. 

>> Well, yeah.  That makes sense because of the technology. 

>> Yeah.  And then it's break for--and we practice.  We don't practice with a good ball or practice with a 

dead ball. 

>> Uh-hmm.  Yeah. 

>> Because it's so pricey. 

>> Now, is there any like I said any [inaudible] 

>> The Telephone Pioneers make baseballs. 

>> Telephone? 

>> Yeah, Telephone Pioneers were the first ones who invent this. 

>> Telephone? 

>> Telephone Pioneers. 

>> Okay. 

>> I think it says around some of the balls we have.  But boy, they can get the beep knocked out of them, 

it's like batters really hit them hard. 

>> Yeah.  What about the song? 

>> And the--and the--I think they just come out of just a general PE catalogs.  Do you know about that? 



>> I think, you know, if you ask your PE teachers there's like some of the name companies once called go 

for one sport time.  I noticed when I phone through the catalog now they almost all have some… 

>> Yeah. 

>> …adaptive equipments. 

>> Uh-hmm. 

>> You might… 

>> Adaptive section. 

>> …be able to find these types of balls in there so… 

>> That… 

>> …they're not hard to find.  This is becoming more… 

>> You can find this on the NBBA, National Beep Baseball Association who is a national organization. 

>> We have also adapted--we've taken old basketballs and cut a little X and throwing some. 

>> They were cheapened up.  Just do it yourself. 

>> …you know, from Michaels or Julian little [inaudible] 

>> Yeah. 

>> …bills and compliment there.  It's lighter and then we get all the kids involved.  I've done this is 

youngest sport grade and for everybody in the class and I can keep it moving and it's great because they 

get to experience some different things and rely on different senses.  So everyone is included because 

everyone is blindfolded.  It's a--it's a nice changes. 

>> The thing we try to teach teachers is to understand blindisms and mannerisms and we think, "Go 

ahead, that child have an intellectual disorder and they're spinning around and back beating their head or 

rocking like why they're doing it?  Tell the teachers why they're doing this because there's--and help them 

understand it. 

>> Uh-hmm. 

>> It's not appropriate but it happens and there's a reason why they're under stimulated because they 

can't see. 

>> I went to an attorney and they had all the teachers do different things.  Like one of the things they put 

blindfold on us and the other performance task, another one was we have to put the yellow kitchen gloves 

on. 



>> Oh, yeah. 

>> And we have a thread. 

>> Oh, you can't feel anything.  Yes.  Yes. 

>> So--and you can't feel it, you know, the sensitivity change. 

>> It is. 

>> Sensitive to the [inaudible] 

>> In any sport, I like running or some sports--teaching how to use a guide rope or tether and ran around 

off the track or something.  They just like you experience what it's like being in that situation. 

>> I've read somewhere.  I don't even remember where they have a special need student that like to run 

so they have this kid across the country. 

>> Yeah. 

>> And they would tie yellow ribbons to the trees along there because this kid was just running, he 

wouldn't even pay attention to the other runners and they were afraid they get lost.  So, they tied yellow 

ribbons all along and he would grab and get back to where it was supposed to be. 

>> I think schools do a good job if they're including kids with autism on the cross country teams and track 

teams and… 

>> Uh-hmm. 

>> We have gotten our school district at least to have all the other kids with--who is on the track team and 

everybody been cheering out, they come in last, but at least he's a part of a team. 

>> Oh, yeah, that's great. 

>> And it was--it was good. 

>> So much more is taught just that comradery and the taking turns and just being social. 

>> Yup. 

>> And it's so important. 

>> All right.  Just like we just did--just a few comments on deafness and hard of hearing definition here for 

you.  Characteristics and, you know, one of the biggest areas that Physical Education teachers need to 

be concerned with just like Bob mentioned finding out what the student residual vision is, do they have 

residual hearing and how they communicate are really the main issues.  So, we teach students in our 

programs about students that might be using hearing aids, cochlear implants, communicating through 

American Sign Language, students that have an interpreter or how you would incorporate that into a 



health or a Physical Education class and so forth.  So, the challenge especially with aquatics and 

swimming, you know, students usually remove these devices to swim so even if they have some residual 

hearing and are communicating that way once the devices are removed they're in the pool.  Now we have 

to come up with another way to communicate.  So, again, that will just vary from individual to individual.  I 

was going to ask this question and I forgot that I had it on the slide, you know, the one motor skill or motor 

area that individuals who are deaf off and have deficits in and that is balance.  So, I have a video that I 

show my students from the Western Pennsylvania School for the deaf in Pittsburg and it shows their PE 

curriculum.  And my students were surprised to see that it looks pretty much like a standard curriculum 

but they get to see some of the building modification.  So, one of them is an emphasis on balance activity.  

So, a lot of the PE classes will incorporate that into the warm up or, you know, some aspect of balance 

training and then the use of different starts/stop signals.  So, one part of the video shows them in the 

fitness center doing some circuit training where you move from station to station.  Usually we would use 

music or something like that when the music stops you rotate.  They had a red light and green light.  So 

that was the visual signal and the start/stop and move.  So, it's usually pretty simple modification just 

coming up with different ways to communicate.  Fortunately in our field in Physical Education we can 

demonstrate a lot of the skills that we ask students to do.  So, it makes a little bit easier when we have 

clients in our program and our students don't know sign language often they're very apprehensive initially 

and then they realize that they're still able to communicate via demonstration and so forth.  So, giving 

good demonstration, a lot of use of visual aids, and then we also talked to our student how to position 

yourself especially for a student that's using an interpreter or if they're lip reading and so forth to make 

sure that they're able to see you and then lots of checks for understanding making sure that the student 

with the hearing impairment is able to keep up and follow along with the directions and instructions.  All 

right.  And Becky asked us to include a little bit on deaf-blindness.  Do you guys see this in your school 

district?  Wasn't sure how common because the--I have very limited experience and I think Bob and Pam 

as well.  In the clients I've tended to see in my community based program have been very severe that I 

couldn't imagine their needs being met in a public school setting because of the significant loss of vision 

and hearing.  So, my challenge in my program the few students I have--or clients that I have worked with 

these were older adults like group home adults.  So they probably didn't get the early intervention and 

education, and I got limited information from the agency coming to me.  So my first question is do they 

have residual vision, do they have residual hearing.  If so, how much and I couldn't get those basic 

questions answered which made planning for instruction and communication extremely, extremely 

difficult.  So, you guys might be able to tell us more about this disability then we can tell you based on 

your experiences but this is, you know, what we often see.  We talked to our students about the incidental 

learning, you know, what we just pick up with our vision in our environment and I often use this physical 

activity example, if any of you have ever been in a fitness center, exercising or something like that and I 

remember one time I'm running on the treadmill and I see somebody using a machine and I didn't know 

you could use it in that way.  So I basically learned a new exercise by watching but here, she wasn't doing 



that for my benefit.  So that's incidental learning, you know, and the same thing with hearing, you know, 

sometimes we're thinking of a question we need to ask in a group situation and you overhear a 

conversation and it answers your question and you don't need to ask it.  So obviously, you know, going to 

be a lot of deprivation in that area, social deprivation, activities of daily living.  And then how about from 

your experiences then, since all of you, kind of, nodded your head and your experiences in the public 

school.  So I would assume you're getting much better information as far as the residual levels of hearing 

and vision and what have you found to be successful in your settings working with… 

>> They're dealing with multi-sensory. 

>> The multi-sensory, yes. 

>> Yeah. 

>> A lot is--almost, like, environmental control so that the students can make choices about what centers 

and what they're doing in the centers and people who know them well would be able to take them through 

different courses because a lot of our students would also be physically involved. 

>> Okay. 

>> Not just deaf and visually impaired, often they are multiply involved students.  So they have physical 

involvements as well.  So they do need to be able to have some control to their environment as well and 

the sub centers often work really very propose to those and being able to make choices about what 

they're experiencing, how much movement, how they're moving in the--in their wheelchair or out of their 

chair, what tactile things that might be touching and doing. 

>> I know our paraprofessionals are really good with some of our students, because of their disabilities.  

We might have a favorite [inaudible] you can only see so far, you know, but they let the student explore to 

see what they're--what they do.  We might say do this with the ball but they allow them that freedom of 

self-choice of what they, you know, how they want to make it better, how they want to do this activity.  So 

it gives them that sense of freedom. 

>> Well, you know, when you say sensory, we purchased a lot of equipment for our students to learn but 

then because we have so many programs now, you know, we might have a rubber chicken or [inaudible] 

in there and all the different colors and textures, just funky different things that are typical to play with, 

so… 

>> I know. 

>> …that we can do those things with all that clients--yeah. 

>> Let him have the ball. 



>> We have a student who's deaf-blind in a wheelchair and the MDS teacher will want to blow a pool, one 

of those inflatable pools and filled it with balls and sensory items.  She loves time in that sensory pig, we 

call it, to just--to explore and find things.  It's been an amazing--a benefit for her because instead of just 

being stuck in that chair. 

>> Yeah. 

>> She has the freedom of movement and choice in what's in there.  And some of the things she comes 

up with her. 

>> Yeah. 

>> Very funny. 

>> And her peers come and get in the pool with her and interact with her and yeah, this is neat. 

>> Well I'm laughing because you're younger but I like the lower end of the late bloomer generations and 

in the 70s there was a big portion of people to do really cooperative things and stuff like that and we call it 

by a whole different name and it's called Fox Deals now but you could try the bean bag… 

>> [inaudible] almost two dollars like… 

>> Yeah, sure. 

>> Oh, very cool like that. 

>> [indistinct chatter] 

>> You put a bean bag in a [inaudible] and you got the same kind of thing without [inaudible] so I have to 

laugh because we always try to do adaptive modified equipment that we could make and it was a lot less 

expensive. 

>> You know it seems two sides machine, [inaudible] 

>> No. 

>> Low cut suck. 

>> I will say one more thing with the multi-sensory and we do try to teach all of our future teachers to use 

a multi-sensory approach with all their students.  And again our field in Physical Education really 

promotes it.  You know, we could again can give good oral directions.  We can give good visual 

demonstrations.  And as Pam said, we're a tactile kinesthetic.  You can't teach swimming to someone 

usually without touching them, you know.  So we're, kind of, hands on and as need, you know, the 

students that need that and we're all, you know, have different learning styles.  So that's a good strategy 

to use.  So I'll pass it to Pam. 

>> Okay. 



>> That's hard to do both at the same time. 

>> I know.  It's crazy all these things.  Okay.  TBIs, I know you had a group of people.  Traumatic brain 

injury is so important for everyone to not just assume that everybody is the same and that's one of the 

tricky things.  You were talking about somebody who had a traumatic brain injury and actually totally 

recover.  I work with a young client, she is in her 20s now, she was hit by a car and presents herself as 

having a stroke but I have to have my students listen and think, she has a longer time processing 

information.  She loves to swim but give her direction, let her think it and then she'll perform it, and not 

everybody knows that and you can see for me, I'm, like, let's go, let's go all the time and to step back and 

allow that person to figure out what they need, so that's the biggest one for traumatic brain injury, to find 

a… 

>> I think that's what--that way with a lot of our kids. 

>> True. 

>> Because that processing time is so much longer than anybody else. 

>> I know.  And I laugh because when we're taught to teach Physical Education, you know, we were, like, 

at the minute, you're supposed to have them active so many minutes at time and so we're constantly go, 

go, go and that.  We found with one of our groups on the autism spectrum to have them sit down before 

we transition to the next thing was the best thing for them, and it went against everything I knew about 

Physical Education but it was perfect for them.  And you live and learn so many times over.  So that's the 

biggest thing.  I love this--this was actually a young lady who has a traumatic brain injury and visual 

impairment.  And so for her to experience those things is fantastic and those are things you can work out 

with different community things and that's why we have a lot of community programs to work with.  I think 

one of the things I wanted to emphasize too and for your physical educators or anyone that you're 

working with, please make them age-appropriate.  I so often have to bring my college students up to the 

point, "Well this is what they can do."  "No, would you as a high school student do that activity?"  And 

they're, like, "Well, not really."  I'm like, "That's right.  So that's not what they should do at high school 

level either."  And it is a vague, vague discussion, you know, and I play devil's advocate all the time, you 

don't--you just not going to have the rubber ducky sitting out there for the kids.  It needs to be age-

appropriate.  And they go, "Well, we do these in class."  I go, "That's because you're learning how to 

teach, that's not because you do them in college just for the fun of it and think about them, so age 

appropriate is one of our huge things."  So this is where we're… 

>> Yeah, we're going to switching gears here a little bit. 

>> You want to do a little brain break? 

>> Yeah, just a little one. 

>> Okay. So… 



>> [inaudible] you still want this in? 

>> Nope. 

>> Okay.  All right.  We get up in education.  We just need to move a little bit every time.  So, we're going 

to just have to toss this stuff a little bit and just at your table and you're--oh, if you want to stand that 

would be even better.  There is sitting disease. 

>> [indistinct chatter] 

>> So go ahead and just pass it back and forth. 

>> Okay.  Now pair it to the right and then to the left.  [inaudible] 

>> Oh. 

>> [inaudible] pretty good. 

>> Hit that light and get it.  Oh, thank you, sir. 

>> Can I ask you sort of question?  Why did guys--are you taking any break, why did you stop this 

morning? 

>> We're going to--we took a break at 10:00… 

>> Okay. 

>> …and we're gonna stop at noon for lunch. 

>> Okay.  I have to make a phone call 11:30, so when I walked out I don't want being offended. 

>> Okay. 

>> I'll come back in. 

>> All right. 

>> All right, then. 

>> Thank you. 

>> I'm used to that. 

>> Used to being offended or used to people walking out? 

>> Oh.  Oh, geez. 

>> Come on, Mark, help me. 

>> Volleyball over the table. 



>> Oh. 

>> Oh, Jesus, why, oh. 

>> So how do you--an invoice for a brand new camera for us. 

>> No way. 

>> Okay.  Well turn another one and then… 

>> Oh. 

>> Uh-oh. 

>> Okay.  Here we go. 

>> I feel, like, I'm in concert.  Oh, my gosh. 

>> Okay. 

>> Wow, that's great.  If you notice there are different sizes. 

>> Yeah, I notice. 

>> And they all look the same, but that changes the way students think too.  So then they have to kind of 

feel hard, you know, in a little bit cruise ship but we can do this in our general class all the time, you know, 

[inaudible] 

>> We often do. 

>> We often hear 20 minutes although I've never get my lecture done if I put in all my brain breaks that I 

wanted to do but getting up and moving with people. 

>> Have you ever heard of [inaudible]? 

>> Yes. 

>> I use [inaudible] with mine. 

>> Yes, yes. 

>> Oh, cool. 

>> And that's where a lot of different things.  I have… 

>> Yeah. 

>> …a whole list of them today, so. 

>> It's fun. 



>> All right. 

>> Okay.  The next section is geared towards PE teachers.  So we're gonna skim this to give you a hand, 

I have to take back with you and we're going to hopefully tease you to say, come on back and teach this 

to your teachers. 

>> Okay.  Okay. 

>> Because this is not going to be much of any value to you personally.  We're trying to teach it to your 

teacher.  So we'll show you what this is about and then maybe they can use this and we come back and 

work them at some point.  So this is called the functional approach to modifying movement activity, 

movement experiences, fame, and the reference is on the bottom, Kasser and Lytle, it's a textbook to use 

but it done a lot of work and basically breaking down activities so it's appropriate for the--all children, not 

just those with disabilities.  And there's four steps, what it--what components are skills made up of 

strength, endurance, flexibility, balance, coordination and you look at the scale and say what's it take to 

make that skill successful, and then what are the capabilities and the strengths of the individual 

performing that skill?  They maybe missing a limb, they maybe have a visual impairment, so you take that 

in consideration.  Then you match modification efforts to their skill level or their potential skill level, then 

you evaluate what you've done, see if it works.  It's nothing complicated, it's not magic but that gives 

someone some direction to think about breaking down skills backwards.  For a child can't catch a ball 

from five feet away or they can't catch a ball.  Well maybe you sit them on a floor and you roll it, they can 

stop it, intercept its path.  So as teachers on greater break--for that teachers on greater breaking skills 

down backwards but a lot of most simple as what they think level of skill is.  This make some think about 

that breaking skill down than looking at the child's individual skill level, matching the modifications to 

those capabilities and then course, evaluating to see if it's successful.  This is a worksheet we're going to 

have people get into groups and do some elaborate test analysis, not today. 

>> Okay. 

>> But we can come back and do this with your groups and teachers and pass this information on but 

the--like I said, the reference is on the bottom, your teachers can look this up themselves and learn from it 

themselves.  Here's an example of some of the components that I mentioned briefly of performing a skill.  

There's many more than that you can come up with.  These are some characteristics that make up the 

capabilities of an individual.  Here's how to modify skills or the context skills played in.  And then 

evaluation, you ask these questions whether it was age-appropriate like Pam just said, is it functionally 

appropriate, independent, et cetera, et cetera.  So like I said of we have 20 people here, we break it up 

into groups but we won't today.  Modifying activities.  So I think--who's doing this one. 

>> Dave. 



>> Dave's going to talk a little bit about fitness and go into assessment, fitness assessment, correct, 

Dave? 

>> Correct. 

>> It's only 11:25, we can put a little cheese out there, if we can get through this and I'll talk about the 

sport issues.  We'll see how far we get and then break for lunch and then maybe who knows we will be 

pretty much done by then. 

>> Okay.  That's good. 

>> Okay.  I'm sorry but this is, you know--is it okay for you there? 

>> I'll guess, it's just great working. 

>> Oh, okay. 

>> Okay.  That's exactly what we need. 

>> Okay. 

>> Absolutely. 

>> Yeah. 

>> Okay. 

>> That's great. 

>> And then if you want, I can show you a three and a half minute video on our--it shows our transition 

program. 

>> [indistinct chatter] 

>> Before I leave. 

>> Oh, yeah. 

>> Yeah. 

>> [indistinct chatter] 

>> I think there's a couple more good to them. 

>> Can I ask you a question? 

>> Sure.  Do you--do you know if your Physical Education teachers do a fitness assessment… 

>> Yes. 

>> …with all the students? 



>> They do. 

>> Do you happen to know which one? 

>> Multiple things. 

>> Presidential. 

>> The presidential?  Okay. 

>> And they also have to do for our PATH grant they were doing… 

>> Oh, that's right. 

>> Fitnessgram? 

>> No.  But it was a--it was a separate assessment that we had to clip that and to send back to PATH. 

>> The kids wear pedometers and they… 

>> Okay. 

>> …collect the data from that. 

>> Okay.  That might not have been a formal assessment but… 

>> Right. 

>> …you know, a physical activity assessment they did in their class.  That's great.  That's again more 

than a lot of schools are doing.  So we--this was the only assessment that we build into the presentation 

because again, you know, we didn't know the needs and I would say of all those different areas, 

remember the slide of the different areas, you could write goals and objectives for an IEP.  Fitness is 

probably the most common.  So even when we go to a school district that isn't doing much assessment, 

they might be minimally doing something with fitness.  So that's the one we chose.  So I'll present this and 

then I can verbally talk to you about some of the other assessments even though I couldn't find the 

PowerPoint slide for those.  So probably--and Pam's going to share and you can… 

>> It's PACER, I'm sorry. 

> > PACER, okay. 

>> [indistinct chatter] 

>> The PACER is actually in this, so the PACER itself would be one test item.  So the PACER has kind of 

replaced the one-mile run, you know which all the students hate as a major of cardiovascular endurance. 

>> [indistinct chatter] 



>> Right.  Right.  It, it's not very appealing even with--even the athletes don't like doing that let alone the, 

the non-athletic students.  So this Brockport Physical Fitness Test is one of the only physical fitness 

assessments on the market that has built-in modifications for students with disabilities and you see on the 

slide some of the specific disability categories that they target.  So its set up that way even for students 

that used a wheelchair, they have some functional assessments, you know, rolling the wheelchair up a 

ramp.  Another mobility assessment, I forget what that one is called where they maneuver the wheelchair 

around the gym floor.  So they have a number of different things.  But the nice thing about this is most of 

your Physical Education teachers are probably trained to do this assessment and it sounds intimidating at 

first because it has 20 different or 27 different assessment items.  But I described it in my trainings and 

with my students is it's kind of like a buffet you don't have to do all 27, you pick and choose what you 

want.  So you can probably get the job done in as few as four or five different assessments.  So… 

>> And is there something in here that says the criteria and for what is--what level of intervention is 

needed or, you know. 

>> Yes, yes.  That's all spelled out.  And it's nice when you purchase this assessment it comes with the 

video that actually goes you have a built-in training and it shows how to assess each item.  But like I said, 

chances are your PE teachers if they're already doing the PACER they probably done outside of those 

wheelchair assessments.  They probably have done every assessment that's in there and, and it's not a 

steep learning curve. 

>> This book actually has criterion for kids ages 10 through 17, and those specific disability so you can 

actually compare the students to something that's out there.  But many of these test items as they was in 

were from Fitnessgram or The President's Challenge.  So the fitness teachers have had that experience 

that's why it's not so intimidating but it actually has some comparative data which is kind of cool because 

there's a very few things out there that you can do that you've had experience with that has things that 

other kids with disabilities. 

>> They have anything pretty uncourageous? 

>> No, that's the only thing but so many of the other assessments that are out there have some physical 

fitness component.  And I always tell my students when I'm using this, maybe its ages 10 to 17 and that's 

what you could compare but if you're doing this in your elementary a little bit lower some of the aspects, 

you start the child off and do a distance.  Say, they have the ability to manipulate their own wheelchair, so 

they do a distance of 20 feet or 40 feet, and you time them.  And then as you're working throughout your 

semester or year that they have Physical Education, you assess them again and see if they've had 

improved upon their time.  So--okay.  See, this is what we do. 

>> So I'm less interested in the child's physical fitness at the elementary levels.  I'd rather have them be--

have a vigorous movement program and have them learn motor skills.  So I think David talked about test 



called the TGMD, Test of Gross Motor Development and with--that's for younger children to see if they 

can even move effectively before you check their fitness, that's my opinion, I don't know. 

>> Because you adjust few things in there like where the muscular dystrophy or try to get them to be a 

little bit stronger and upper arm strength so that's what we're working on, and that's what you could… 

>> Correct. 

>> …use in this. 

>> Oh, I think with MD, you should try to maintain what he's got now. 

>> Right.  Yeah.  Yeah.  Yeah, right. 

>> [inaudible] improve but just doing this. 

>> Yeah, not lose anymore. 

>> Right, exactly. 

>> How much is something like this car look like it's just brand new, it just came off this summer and I 

think it had be $30 for that new car. 

>> And I think with the DVD. 

>> I can see the DVD on this. 

>> The DVD, why use Winnex book that comes with it in the DVDs part of that, so I don't know if you can 

buy it separate. 

>> And they also have an online version of the book which is less expensive than that one, I just bought 

the hardcopy to show my students and work from it. 

>> If you want to write down the publisher for that issue in kinetics, if you go to their website and your PE 

teachers might be familiar, they're probably one of the biggest publishers in our field of textbooks and 

supplementary information.  So they may sell the instructional DVD. 

>> This time, so maybe they're changing [inaudible] 

>> But again that's something, if your PE teachers are interested, you know, we could tailor an in-service 

training in depth on one assessment item or instrument or the other ones that I'm going to verbally tell you 

about now.  Bob mentioned one called the test TGMD it stands for Test of Gross Motor Development and 

that is more geared towards elementary-aged students as Bob said.  And assesses their fundamental 

motor skills so they call them locomotors skills, walking, running, skipping, jumping, leaping and then 

object control skills, striking, catching, throwing.  So it is a very quick and easy screening tool that right 

away will tell you if a child has--you get a score at the end of it called a Gross Motor Quotient.  So age, 

you know, where they should be at based on their age and then where their actual score falls, and you 



can very clearly see if there's a discrepancy.  Again, a super easy assessment, you don't need to buy any 

specialized equipment because its stuff that the PE teacher usually has in their gym closet, you know, a 

bat, a batting tee, basketball.  Three to ten--three to ten years of age for the TGMD.  So those two 

assessments alone would kind of take you, you know, through high school looking at different things and 

then there is one that has a weird name that's called the Bruininks-Oseretsky test of Motor Proficiency. 

>> Our OT would have known that one. 

>> Yeah.  And even though it has a long name it's named after the two guys that invented it, Bruininks 

and Oseretsky. 

>> How did you spell that? 

>> B-R-U-I-N-I-N-K-S, Bruininks- 

>> B-R-U-I-N-I-N-K-S? 

>> Bruininks.  O-S-E-R-E-T-S-K-Y Test of Motor Proficiency… 

>> Motor Proficiency.  And that one it's more time consuming to give, you know, it may not be one that 

you use across the board with all students but it could be targeted.  It does give you a detailed look at fine 

motor skills and gross motor skills.  So maybe this is something that the PE teacher could do in 

conjunction with the OT and PT as I said on selected students, it does give you a really nice picture of 

those fine and gross motor skills.  It's just much more time consuming than the first two assessments.  

And then a newer one that's on the market is the abbreviations APEAS 2 and I believe that stands for 

Adapted Physical Education Standards.  Again I wasn't prepared to present so it's not fresh in my mind.  

But I've just--I talked to Pam on a break and I--I've dabbled with this one a little bit with my university 

students.  What I like about it, it's very holistic so it will look--it has a couple of generic fitness components 

on it, motor skills and it even does a little ecological like for high school students, locker room behavior.  

Can they operate a combination lock and so it really--I like it for that purpose because it gets students 

thinking about the whole--the whole environment and the whole process of coming to Physical Education.  

It's not just what you do when you're out on the gym floor but, you know accessing the locker room and 

those types of things.  So and that one they keep making improvements to it, that one I believe has a 

mobile app so if your PE teachers are using iPads or anything like that they might be able to just import 

the data as they're collecting it and it puts it out on the spreadsheet in the reportable form.  So those are 

the ones that I probably would present or I have presented in previous in-service to just kind of show four 

different assessment instruments in greater detail and then again it's good information for the PE 

teachers, especial education staff to decide which one would work best for your students in your situation. 

>> It has online. 

>> What APE--yes.  Yes.  So any other questions or concerns with assessment that we might be able to 

answer for you? 



>> [indistinct chatter] 

>> Like I sad we were kind of taking steps which are good and using this one from Louisiana, because we 

didn't know what else was out there and have a reference. 

>> [inaudible] with assessments but… 

>> Yeah, yeah. 

>> These are the best one. 

>> …these are covered--again easy to use, quick using equipment that you already have or not like the 

Bruininks one that's a kit and that's really expensive and that's a one-on-one and it takes a lot longer so 

maybe an Adapted PE specialist through that would do that, but, yeah, just really quick and then, yeah. 

>> [indistinct chatter] 

>> Are good.  They're very good. 

>> And I think that's the starting point like you said if you don't know what's out there and just being in the 

field those are probably the most common assessments there to use in Adapted Physical Education and 

you know your PE teachers may not been exposed to that, you know, with their teacher training to know 

because I'm not even familiar with the Louisiana one. 

>> No, right.  We found it online and I think you know it's a checklist of skills, behaviors and you write then 

and then it correlates to whether they need intervention in that area or not. 

>> I mean we failed to mention at the beginning of our presentation there are states that are much more 

progressive than Pennsylvania, if you could believe that.  That actually Adapted Physical Education 

certification in that state so you don't teach it unless you hold a state level or national certifications so 

obviously those teachers are going to have additional training and then some states have developed their 

own assessment instruments for that purpose.  We'd love to get to that point. 

>> Yes. 

>> One day in Pennsylvania because I think it would be obviously what's best for our students. 

>> And, and for me that's you know, that's what I want to be able to take back for the PE teachers is 

some good assessments that are easy quick and not as intimidating for them to do that make the goal 

running, easy and easy to monitor and then I think some ideas for them, a place to maybe some new 

ideas what to do and all that to their PE classroom because they don't have that network to draw from if 

they're using what they know and… 

>> Well, at the end we can give you the [inaudible] that we have and they can always contact us and… 



>> And I would be very interested in having you come in to our district for our PE teachers.  And I only 

last year work with a group of teachers that were teaching adapted PE last year but really are--well, all of 

our PE teachers need information. 

>> Yeah, true. 

>> Absolutely. 

>> Because at a given point in time they could be an Adapted PE teacher.  And then, you know, in one 

attendance area we didn't have any so we just made it Adapted to PE but now they do admissions with 

the [inaudible] so they all need the information. 

>> And you're right, that's a reality of teaching PE in Pennsylvania that you--whether you want to teach 

adapted or not you may be asked to do it and maybe part of your teaching one.  All right.  That will be 

cool. 

>> Okay.  Thanks. 

>> Can you put some ways for them in the general PE classroom to have more--let me say beneficial 

adaptations and modifications in that whole class setting.  First of all for students that get both, Adapted 

PE and regular PE and sometimes they don't think they have that knowledge based to say, "Oh, I could 

very easily get Johnny involved more by doing this adaptation." 

>> You definitely hit upon the three most common topics, you know.  Modifications and that inclusion 

setting, activities in an adaptive setting, you know, curriculum if you will and then the assessment needs.  

Those are… 

>> For once everybody wants to know. 

>> Right. 

>> Okay.  This is [inaudible] has gotten some wins lately.  I mentioned earlier, that's official goalball.  

There's three players around the court trying to find that ball and whip it back down the other end of the 

court.  Of course, you only go by the sound of it. 

>> [indistinct chatter] 

>> Oh, yeah, that would be great. 

>> This might help some of your--if your Physical Education Teachers are doing sports and then the 

same [inaudible] that we can do.  Traditional sports that you can do, track and field, you really don't have 

to modify it very often.  So, it's easily done swimming.  If you have a child who's blind, the lane markers 

are the things that keep the child in the lane.  So, those types of things aren't necessarily a big deal.  So, 

traditional sports that can be adapted are nice, that right.  Sports with modifications, they change the rules 

a little bit.  With tennis, you're allowed to have two bounces, if you're in a wheelchair.  So, that way you 



can do it.  So, they've changed the rules to make it easier for the person to participate.  In basketball, we 

don't often--the height of the net is not change from wheelchair.  You know, if you wanted to do this with 

your PE Teachers, if you and your grant, if you got a reward money have a bunch of wheelchairs, 

purchase wheelchairs and then the kids could sit in the wheelchairs and play basketball.  But they're 

allowed to push twice and bounce once to dribble across the court.  So, those rules were changed 

according to the needs of that particular sport.  But, then we get into sports that where specifically design 

for people.  We talked about goalball earlier, that was designed for--it came from soldiers who were 

coming back from World War II.  They wanted to be active, so someone created a new game.  So, 

goalball is a new one, you know.  Power soccer is for kids who used power wheelchairs to participate.  

So, maybe, you're a young person with muscular dystrophy uses a power wheelchair.  You--we've used 

cardboard on them, but they have a little modified and they use a large soccer ball and they pass it, and 

they move it along.  Right now, one of the biggest ones you probably heard it too, power football is 

coming into play as a sport.  So, they're trying to adapt it so that kids can play.  And they want to be 

really, really going for it. 

>> And you see murderball?  Quad rugby then there's chair, they're like tanks and they're just beating 

each other up carrying a ball, until like… 

>> Pull back the previous slide, I think there was a kid… 

>> Yeah, there was a kid in there. 

>> I was looking at that.  What is… 

>> This--that's quad rugby. 

>> Oh, my gosh. 

>> It's a tough game. 

>> Oh, that was scary. 

>> Yeah.  Okay.  there is any event that happened which is really exciting for us being in the disability 

world in adapted physical activity world.  In 2010 I mentioned Tom Harkin, Senator Harkin asked 

congress to conduct a report looking at physical education and sport opportunities for students with 

disabilities, and do a study across the country.  While the government accounting office did that report 

and they surveyed and interviewed School Districts all over the country, and came up with the report 

saying, "We're doing a pretty lousy job of educating students with disabilities and physical education and 

in sport."  We're doing--some schools are doing okay.  Overall, we're not--we're not passing grades.  So, 

the office of--Office of Special Education and Rehabilitative Services, which is the Department of ED 

Special Ed Office in Washington had a response and said, "Yeah, we're doing a pretty crummy job.  We 

need to address these seven things."  And it was really vanilla, do a better job teaching.  Do a better job 

training.  Do a better job buying equipment.  Do a better job with the curriculum that's adapted to kids.  It's 



all this very vanilla.  You know, we need to improve.  Well, we'll start looking at these things, but it was a 

non-answer from the Department of Education.  But it was--it was our first response.  Then the Office for 

Civil Rights in 2013, January, a year ago, more over a year ago, put out a Dear Colleague letter, which is 

a letter that goes out to everybody in Especial Education, you know, in the school districts, and 

superintendents, and athletic directors.  And the letter said, well, remember in 1973, we had this law 

called Section 504 of Rehabilitation Act, which was a civil rights act for students with disabilities.  And 

they said, "You know, we're kind of forgetting about that law regarding access to sport opportunities for 

students with disabilities.  So, if you're a School District, you have to provide the opportunity for students 

to tryout for teams if they have a disability.  That doesn't say they have to grant them a position on a 

team, you have to change the rules so much that's water down but all that says you have to provide them 

an opportunity to tryout and make a team.  So, and the first part of 2013 school districts and athletic 

directors were starting to freak out.  They're saying, "Oh, I got to have this kid who is blind at my football 

team and who's autistic on my track team, and it's going to change the game.  It's going to ruin 

everything." And that's not what they said, they just kind of over reacted.  But what they want them to do 

is do what Maryland, Minnesota, and Georgia do, and really provide opportunities through inclusions, 

inclusionary sport through Special Olympics Unified Sport Opportunities to give kids a extracurricular 

opportunity in sport.  But school districts kind of over reacted and said, "Oh, this is going to change."  Oh, 

it doesn't.  All they saying is, if you're not giving an opportunity you are in violation of 504.  It's not a new 

law.  It's--I remember we have a law here that says, you have to give opportunities or accommodations 

for students to be successful.  Let's show you a little--and then that's still--we did a survey, actually last 

year.  I had this graduate student do a survey of the 501 School Districts in Pennsylvania.  We address 

the Athletic Director and said, "How many of you are providing sport opportunities for students with 

disabilities?"  It wasn't too good.  We asked--we asked about 15 questions, you know, and that basically, 

they try.  There's no money.  Parents aren't asking for it.  It's just all these excuses.  We don't have the 

proper coaches.  Transportation is an issue.  All the things you'd expect.  So, we ask, if you want help 

setting up a program, can't leave your email on this anonymous survey, but leave it if you really want help 

and two people out of a couple hundred people responded with our email. 

>> It would be great for the local I use like to work on straight something?  Because, I know, in our case, I 

don't know that we would have enough students to fill the team.  But we're in collaboration with other 

districts in the area… 

>> That's amended. 

>> You would be able to have something like unavailable. 

>> There's a woman, a young student named, Tatyana McFadden.  She was a wheelchair athlete from 

Russia and her mother adapted her and brought her to Maryland, Baltimore.  And she tried to offer her 

high school track team.  And they wouldn't allow her run because it was dangerous having a wheelchair 

on a track.  She was beaten everybody by half a lot, anyway, it was no risk.  So, they--so, they sued 



saying, "We--she has a right to participate on the sports team."  They took it to the Supreme Court one.  

So, now, they have--Maryland has the--Maryland Athletic Equity Act, which says--and they just revise the 

entire sport and extracurricular opportunities for students with disabilities all through Maryland, and its 

amazing.  They do the collaborative cross district school competitions.  They have girls and boys playing 

on sport competition, kids with disabilities.  Then without disabilities they're bringing kids from different 

districts and make a team to compete against another group of students.  This way isn't doing it like you 

said.  Just--if you don't have five wheelchairs users you can't have a basketball team or go borrow some 

other kids, or put some kids who aren't as ambulatory in a wheelchair.  You know, it's--there's ways of 

doing it.  Here's a really need--you may have seen this video.  It's with a clip. 

[Video begins] 

>> People look at you.  They stare, they all stare.  They point at you.  They show things.  They make you 

feel different.  It's fantastic. 

[Video ends] 

>> Isn't that great? 

>> That was great.  It's fantastic.  It's fantastic. 

>> It is fantastic.  Special Olympic is amazing. 

>> Yeah.  Yeah. 

>> There are some--I know there's a School District near Franklin Regional that gives varsity letters for 

special Olympic… 

>> No. 

>> …participations. 

>> [indistinct chatter] 

>> Yeah, there's one. 

>> I have a client that got this letterman jacket.  And his mom said, "He slept in it for three days."  So he's 

trying to [inaudible] 

>> [indistinct chatter] 

>> That's nice.  That's nice. 

>> And I think… 

>> A lot of School Districts don't do that.  They don't allow other sport experiences to allow--well, you can 

get one.  Why not? 



>> Yes. 

>> Could you--you never did before. 

>> And I tell my students, what's the cause to that?  I mean, I--it's been a while since I've been in high 

school.  Are the parents buying the letterman jacket, so, the school provides the letter. 

>> They're about a hundred and fifty dollars. 

>> But, I mean, the felt letters is the schools only expense. 

>> Right. 

>> Instead making criteria to earn the letter will give you the letter, you go purchase the jacket if you want. 

>> Yeah, right. 

>> How hard is that? 

>> And one of the things that we do, my colleague went to [inaudible] before because she's really 

disability sport expert.  The thing is, it's not letting the kid with Down syndrome run and score the 

touchdown and everyone else lets him go.  To me, that's not sport.  That is being, "Oh."  And I call it the, 

"Oh, moment."  And it is thrilling and chilling to everybody else, but it's not to the other kids on the team 

who would love to score the touchdown either.  This is getting kids--does it feel like burning with the 

criteria that they set up to be involved into sport.  And with Maryland, Georgia, those states, and 

Minnesota, they allow the kids to participate and to score that the sport they're capable.  It might be floor 

hockey, it might be basketball, it might be track and field, the swimming, but they're earning the letter 

because they're involved in the sport at their ability level. 

>> I love that. 

>> Not the "Oh, moment."  And that bothers us a lot. 

>> And I know it's a challenge in our area because there are not a lot of Special Olympic opportunities for 

them because we are in a remote area, right?  But I do know we have some, like hockey, and basketball, 

and swimming. 

>> Yeah. 

>> Well, they could start swimming.  I'm not sure if they do that. 

>> Well, one of the Special Olympics they pushed right now is to do the Unified Sports.  And in that, it is 

typical functioning people with kids with intellectual disability, Down syndrome.  And they are letting some 

kids on with autism spectrum, on Special Olympics it depends.  So, they're doing Unified.  Soccer is big 

for the Unified because--and bowling, I know, Bocce.  So, they're integrated sports.  And it's a--it's a great 

opportunity. 



>> It's a great opportunity. 

>> I bet some of your PE Teachers were really gone hell with a lot of sports program with these kids. 

>> Yes. 

>> Definitely. 

>> That would be fun. 

>> In our building, we have specially we called the winner Olympics and the kids will help out with active 

gym, help our suits and we have three different events that they're participating.  It's a--it's a school wide 

thing.  They're having posters, they're coming to cheer the kids on, and it's just--it's huge. 

>> Cool. 

>> So, if you incorporate some of those kids into the sports with the kids create Unified Team so to 

speak.  And do the step all around, that is awesome. 

>> And it's like--it's--we've made big banners.  I mean, we do everything together.  It's cool.  Kids really do 

it. 

>> That's great. 

>> And why not in spring?  You know, why not do fall, you know, that's what Maryland's doing.  They 

have three seasons of sports and they only have one or two sports each season, but that's how they've 

got this gonna after school. 

>> And they just expect the school is going to pay for transportation because they do for all the other kids.  

Well, it's not an issue.  They just do it. 

>> Right. 

>> There's no excuses.  We have another little one here.  Oh, my daughter. 

>> You said Maryland, Georgia, and what was the other state? 

>> Minnesota. 

>> Minnesota State. 

>> Okay. 

[Video begins] 

>> [indistinct chatter] 

>> It's for you.  For [inaudible] and to go until--it's for you faithfully. 

>> Dedication. 



>> For you. 

>> More than take. 

>> Okay.  Wear this. 

>> Yeah. 

>> Next week for… 

>> It's time. 

>> Friendship.  The choices we make reveal the true nature of our character. 

>> [Video ends] 

>> Reversing that. 

>> [indistinct chatter] 

>> That was very good, actually. 

>> It's actually a really nice commercial. 

>> Yeah, that is very good. 

>> And again, that's just reversing the activity, you know, getting other people and students as well. 

>> I don't think they work, I mean, less hard at it. 

>> No, they're not. 

>> I mean, that was pretty physical. 

>> Yes. 

>> You like that?  Okay.  Is it? 

>> Yeah.  Any comments or questions? 

>> This was of one of our [inaudible] 

>> Really?  That's nice to hear. 

>> I want to do it for a surprise. 

>> I believe next to do. 

>> It's nice to talk to a group of people that are doing it well. 

>> Thank you. 

>> Do you mind taking a few minutes?  Well, this will help us.  There's a feedback. 



>> Not with you… 

>> This afternoon the same or do you have a different… 

>> We're not.  This is it because we had a… 

>> [indistinct chatter] 

>> Yeah, finish earlier. 

>> Got you. 

>> These are such a great [inaudible] it went faster. 


